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Our Manifesto
The CityStudio Way
We don’t employ a devil’s advocate at
CityStudio. We say Yes more than No.
We remain curious and stay open to
others’ ideas.
We learn by doing. By following an
idea. By experimenting with our
hands. By taking risks. By trying,
struggling and failing forward fast.
And in the end, we have done
something that is real. We find
ways to tackle global issues by
putting a project on the ground in a
local place.
We learn that good projects come from good relationships. That working
together is the only way it can work. And that we can’t solve a complex
problem without hearing from everyone affected by it.
We sit in a circle and speak from our hearts and our minds. We learn to
listen. We learn to enjoy the long pause that emerges in a rich dialogue.
We learn how to design. We find better problems to solve. We learn that
aesthetics matter.
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We work on a team and reflect on our process together. We believe that
small projects can add up to big changes in our community, our city and
in ourselves.
And if we do it right, we will be high fiving at the end.
We’ve been to the future and it ends well.
Trust the Process.
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Letter from the Mayor

Congratulations to CityStudio Vancouver on their ninth year of
successful projects and collaborations!
CityStudio has become a key partner with the City of Vancouver
by helping us strengthen institutional relationships with our
public post secondaries, enabling us to work together across all
of our strategic planning areas, including our new City-wide Plan.
At its heart, CityStudio Vancouver aims to match city challenges
with faculty and research expertise. City staff receive support to
create experiments and prototypes that move important city work
forward, while students and faculty gain the opportunity to join us
at the table of city building, and community members participate
in improvements on the ground in their neighbourhoods.
As a former university professor, I know how important it is to
involve students in this collaboration creating a three-way benefit
that helps us all build a better city together. CityStudio has been
a game-changer for Vancouver in this respect. They bring youth
into the center of city-building while energizing our city and our
staff by helping to support our culture shift towards working
together across boundaries with creativity and enthusiasm.
It’s inspiring to look at the impact this work is having on our
city: 5611 students have worked with 252 city staff to co-create
782 projects in neighbourhoods that have contributed more than
150,000 hours to our city goals and strategies.
Thank you to all City of Vancouver staff, students and faculty,
and especially to the CityStudio Vancouver team. Good luck as
you enter Year Nine, and I look forward to seeing your continuing
work in making Vancouver more sustainable, liveable, joyful and
inclusive!

Mayor Kennedy Stewart

Mayor Stewart
at HUBBUB 11
learning about
innovative
solutions
co-created by
students and
City staff.
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Letter from the
Executive Director
Duane Elverum
What a year of transformation and maturity for CityStudio. We
are celebrating our ninth year as an organization, and our first as
a Canadian charity that exists to ask a very compelling question:
How can we assist our civic and educational leaders to work
together to improve our cities? It is a great challenge to create
new pathways between our largest public institutions, but we are
committed to the effort that these collaborations demand.
There are well over 100,000 students enrolled in Vancouver
post-secondaries, increasingly concerned for the quality of our
collective future. They are beginning to rightfully demand that
our cities and our leaders respond swiftly and ambitiously to
climate emergencies, equity, inclusion and affordability.
Our work therefore aims to make it easy and normal for cities and
schools to work together in the daily business of city building
and learning. The benefit of this work is threefold: 1) City staff
receive increased support to solve problems 2) Community
leaders are directly engaged in city building, and 3) students
are provided key access to employable skills and professional
networks through projects that align their values for a better
planet with their education.
We do this work within a strategic plan that has two key pillars:
We work locally in Vancouver between the City and schools
developing relationships and projects, and we teach cities
around the world how to build and run their own CityStudio.
These efforts are guided by a Theory of Change that starts with
relationships, many we have been nurturing for nearly a decade.
The work pays off - this report highlights the many activities and
milestones achieved in 2018/19, made possible through the
strength of our relationships and captured in the testimonials of
City staff, students and faculty.

In this past year: We became a Canadian charity with a consensus
board and new members to provide robust governance;
We undertook an organizational assessment for Truth and
Reconciliation and are looking forward to embedding core
practices within our strategic framework; We hosted 30 city staff
at our annual project development workshop, setting us up for the
year ahead; We launched 234 projects with 41 city staff working
with 864 students and 46 faculty. We presented 47 of these
projects at our two Hubbub Project Showcases inside City Hall;
We have extended and renewed partnerships with the COV, SFU,
UBC and Langara with commitments to expand programming to
reach more students, faculty and staff; We established a Year
of Learning strategic partnership with Vancity to support their
Envirofund’s Lighter Living goals through student projects; We
successfully applied for two grants that will support scaling
activities in 2019/20; We are developing a shared platform for
the growing CityStudio Network, comprised currently of 9 cities
in Canada, as well as 2 in Australia and 1 in Norway.
We are certainly proud of these outputs and achievements, but
the credit and appreciation goes to our board and staff, as well
as City staff, faculty, students, partners, licensees, donors and
volunteers. Please take the time to have a look at the friends
and colleagues we have worked with in the past year on page
46 and 47.
Thanks to all for your continued support of a culture shift towards
collaboration, experimentation and youth leadership. Together,
we’re working toward a new kind of contract between cities
and schools for civic benefit rooted in sustainability, liveability,
inclusiveness and joy. We look forward to continuing our work
together in 2019 - 2020.
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What is CityStudio?
MISSION

PROGRAMS

We create sustainable,
liveable, joyful and
inclusive cities by
connecting postsecondary students with
city staff to design and
launch experimental
projects on the ground.

CityStudio has two main
program areas: City
of Vancouver project
development for studio
and campus courses, and
a global sharing initiative
designed to grow the
CityStudio movement.

At CityStudio, students
begin their role as
city builders, gaining
valuable employable
skills and professional
relationships. City staff
receive valuable support
to advance their work,
and communities become
better places to live.

VISION
Our vision is for a more
sustainable, liveable,
joyful and inclusive
Vancouver where students
are deeply engaged
inside City Hall.
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THEORY OF CHANGE

CITYSTUDIO:
THEN & NOW
CityStudio Vancouver is an
innovation hub that brings together
city staff, students, faculty and
community to co-create experimental
projects that make the Vancouver
we want now and for the future. We
were co-founded in 2011 by Dr.
Janet Moore and Duane Elverum to
accelerate sustainability in higher
education and provide students with
direct opportunities to work in and
with the City on urban challenges.
Born in response to Vancouver’s
plan to become the greenest city in
the world by 2020, CityStudio was
created with the support of founding
partners, Simon Fraser University
(SFU) and the City of Vancouver.

Through collaborative city building we will foster the next generation
of leaders and changemakers that inspire action in the community and
government. We also aim to shift culture at City Hall and normalize civic
action as a key element of higher education.
Our Theory of Change drives how we achieve this, beginning by building
trust relationships and connecting city staff with students, faculty and
community members to tackle the city’s challenges. Together, we co-create
innovative solutions and launch experimental projects on the ground that
advance key City goals and plans.

CULTURE SHIFT
Higher Education & Cities

INSPIRE ACTION
City Staff & Students & Communities

LAUNCH EXPERIMENTAL PROJECTS
City Staff & Faculty & Students

We have grown into a collaboration
between the City of Vancouver,
SFU, University of British Columbia
(UBC), Langara College, British
Columbia Institute of Technology
(BCIT), Emily Carr University of Art
+ Design (ECUAD) and the Native
Education College (NEC).
Seven years after launching,
CityStudio Vancouver is now the
CityStudio Vancouver Society,
an independent not-for-profit
organization and registered Canadian
charity. As a charitable organization,
we are able to go further in delivering
our mission and in turn expanding
the movement across Canada and
around the globe.
CityStudio Vancouver Society grows
this movement through licensing the
CityStudio model. Eight additional
cities in Canada have adopted
the innovative model and three
internationally, including two in
Austrailia and one in Norway.

BUILD TRUST RELATIONSHIPS
+ Students + Universities

2018/19

TOTAL IMPACT

720

students

5,620

240

projects

790

36

courses

251

48

faculty

320

51

city staff

252

20,820

student hours

153,744

How We Work

STEP 5

Share and Scale Projects
The results are presented at HUBBUB, a celebratory showcase
where students, City staff, community and elected officials
connect to make these solutions permanent.

We use a five
step process
for projects

STEP 4

Launch Projects in Public
Final projects are launched by students as experiments and pilot projects in the
community to test what works.

STEP 3

D e s i g n P r o j e c t s To g e t h e r
As part of their coursework, students work together with
City staff to co-create pilot projects for the benefit of community.

STEP 2

Match Projects
with Schools
We match these projects with courses at
our partner schools, ensuring a strong fit
between city needs and faculty expertise.

STEP 1

Convene City Staff
Once a year we convene City staff to identify
and develop project concepts that further
the City's strategic aims.

We host City staff
and faculty in
workshops to scope
ideas and develop
real world projects.
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2018/19
2 5 2 C I T Y S TA F F S I N C E 2 0 1 1

City of Vancouver is CityStudio’s founding civic partner. We work
with a team of City of Vancouver advisors and have partnered
with over 250 staff across a range of departments and teams,
including the Sustainability Group, Cultural Services, Planning,
Engineering, Elections, Park Board and the Vancouver Economic
Commission. Most collaborations are in the fall (September to
December) and spring (January to April), and include a project
scoping meeting, term touch points, attendance at HUBBUB, and
a final debrief.
Don’t just take it from us...
“The students get a great experience from it but, honestly, it’s
stuff that we as staff wouldn’t have time to dedicate 250 hours
to. These reports are often really, really helpful for us.”
- CoV Staff
“I was amazed at the creativity that the students brought to their
projects and the quality of work they produced over the course
of the semester. These projects strengthen our understanding of
issues and opportunities around deconstruction and will add a lot
of value to our future work.”
- CoV Staff

23

GCAP
1

ENGAGED CITY
2

N E W S TA R T
10

H E A LT H Y C I T Y
51

S TA F F
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SFU Project

Green Food Challenge

Simon
Fraser
University

Angelica Lim developed The Green Food Challenge project
for her Introduction to Software Engineering class, to address
the Lighter Footprint goal of the Greenest City Action Plan,
with a focus on diet choices. She challenged her students
to create a software application that aimed to help people
collectively reduce greenhouse gas emissions through their
food consumption. By the end of the semester one group of
students had created EcoSmart, a diet calculator and recipe
sharing app. The app empowers Vancouver residents to
reduce their food-related emissions through various features,
including: recommendations for ingredient substitutions in
their traditional recipes, restaurant recommendations with
reduced emissions menu options, and a pledge feature to
share with community and friends.

2018/19
2,718 SFU STUDENTS SINCE 2011

Simon Fraser University is CityStudio’s founding academic
partner. SFU has been a primary supporter and funder since
2011, and has enabled more than 2,700 SFU students to
participate in CityStudio collaborations to date. These students
have been engaging with City of Vancouver staff and community
through courses on campus and even in our studio like the
Semester in Dialogue and the Civic Innovation Change Lab.

10

COURSES
237

STUDENTS
15

FA C U LT Y
73

PROJECTS
15,024

HOURS

projects

Fall 2018

Spring & Summer 2019

Green Food Challenge

Project Turbocharged

CMPT 276

CMNS 349

•

Angelica Lim

ScanVAN
SD 281

•

Shane Gunster

A Snapshot of Inclusivity
•

Gretchen Ferguson

DIALOGUE

•

Diane Finegood, Scott Lear, Chris Yakimov

Eco Eats Vancouver: Zero Waste Ambassador Program

Family Town Hall

SD 381 • Maria Spiliotopoulou

SD 499

Car Light Spaces in Gastown

Neighbourhood Resilience (CICL at CityStudio)

BUS 360W

Civic Innovation Change Lab (CICL)
Timothy Ames, Tamara Connell

•

Robin Elliott

Youth Thriving in Vancouver (Semester at CityStudio)
DIALOGUE

•
•
•
•
•

•

Janet Moore, Holly Schmidt, Adrian Sinclair

Zoned Out
The Night is Young
Student Food Network
Cozy Crate
Charge + Connect

•
•
•
•

•

Cherie Enns

Macrame Salon
Reconciliation Calls
Rentability
Street Seats

•

Alia Sunderji,

PA R T N E R : S F U
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SFU Project

Street Seats
This student group delved into the need for
public spaces that offer safe and cost-free
opportunities for gathering and connecting.
Their project specifically targets the barriers
that prevent local businesses from sponsoring
parklets. The students interviewed, prototyped,
community/user tested, and more to develop
a three-phase initiative to make parklet
development more viable for the Vancouver
business community. The outcome is an
affordable template design, pre-approved by
the City, that reduces the timeline and costs.
The students looked at the City of Vancouver’s
initiatives holistically, to address Pavement-toPlaza transformation, Economic Action Strategy,
and the Healthy City Strategy all in one project.

SFU Project

Macrame Salon
This initiative addresses the isolation and barriers faced by Vancouver immigrants who offer beauty services out of their
private residences. The students found that a large number of the newcomer participants interviewed wanted to grow their
businesses but were lacking financial security, among other barriers to do so. The students developed a for-profit social
enterprise to enable these entrepreneurs to take low financial risks to advance their businesses. The model offered the
opportunity to move their services out of their homes and into the community while growing their clientele to a size that could
guarantee the coverage of higher commitment overhead. With their model, beauticians and stylists pay for a chair or room by
the hour, with a nominal monthly fee, as opposed to monthly rentals. This structure gives the immigrant entrepreneurs agency
over their rental costs as well as transitional resources like a business and branding coach.

S T O R I E S O F I M PA C T
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VANCOUVER
STUDENT
MANIFESTO
As students in Vancouver,
we will thrive when…

SFU Faculty

SFU Student

C i t y o f Va n c o u v e r

Shane Gunster

Nikki An

Jordan Magtoto

I loved how students had the
opportunity to do practical,
applied research on topics they
cared about, and with the sense
that their work might actually
inform City programs, policies and
thinking around communication.
This definitely increased student
engagement with their projects, and
gave them really useful experience
working to deadline in a 'real-world'
environment.

My interactions with the homebased beauticians deepened my
understanding of sustainability which
before was more of a buzzword to
me. I most enjoyed getting to venture
out of the lecture rooms on campus
and into the city where I got to learn
through exploring, meeting new
people, getting out of my comfort
zone and taking risks. I liked that the
environment at CityStudio felt like
family and there was less emphasis
on grades and greater emphasis on
how well we took care of ourselves,
each other and the city. I’m grateful
the city became my classroom and
playground as I got to connect more
with my community that I’ve called
home for over 15 years.

This may be cliché, but City staff
live in a bubble. This bubble is
made of many things, including:
privilege, groupthink, and a limited
perspective on the City. The students
...and the event that they produced
to highlight inclusive and exclusive
public space experiences, exposed
staff to consider how residents with
less privilege experience the city that
staff help to shape.

We can afford to live in the city.
We take on the work of decolonization.
We have access to events that are art-centric, not bar-centric.
Time with friends is seen as a necessity, not a luxury.
Unpredictable battery life doesn’t leave us stranded.
We feel safe at night.
Our voices are heard.
Artists thrive.
Our food culture is diverse and sustainable.
We can all afford to eat.
Our value isn’t measured by our productivity.
It’s not surprising tWo receive a living wage.
Our rent is only 30% of our income.
We can live in the city.

In Fall 2018, students in the Semester in Dialogue at CityStudio,
guided by faculty members Janet Moore, Adrian Sinclair and Holly
Schmidt, produced a Student Manifesto. This project was suggested by

Our student partners were able to
reach communities that staff were
not aware of, highlight experiences
of these communities, share
those experiences with staff, and
even problematize how staff were
conceptualizing inclusivity in public
space. Undoubtedly, staff, our
student partners, and other visitors
to our project event all walked away
affected by the projects’ work and
upset City staff’s bubble.

In Fall
2018,
students inSadhu
the Semester
in Dialogue
at CityStudio,
the
City
Manager,
Johnston,
and
quickly became an impactful
guided by faculty members Janet Moore, Adrian Sinclair and Holly

Schmidt,
produced
a Student
Manifesto.
This project
wasasuggested
work.
The
outcome
from
this project
was
declaration by students
by the City Manager, Sadhu Johnston, and quickly became an

that
theywork.
projected
onto
City
Hall in bya dramatic display. The
impactful
The outcome
fromthe
this side
projectof
was
a declaration
students that they projected onto the side of City Hall in a dramatic

manifesto
represents the students’ desire to be part of the upcoming
display. The manifesto represents the students’ desire to be part of
the upcomingPlan
City-wide
andagive
a voice
the needs
of young
City-wide
andPlan
give
voice
totothe
needs
of young people if they are
people if they are to stay, thrive and grow in Vancouver.

to stay, thrive and grow in Vancouver.

Special thanks to Cory Dobson (City of Vancouver) and Hfour.
Photos: Adrian Sinclair

Special thanks to Cory Dobson (City of Vancouver) and Hfour.
Photos: Adrian Sinclair

School of
Communications

Interactive Ar ts
& Te c h n o l o g y ,
Psychology

Public Space
Planner
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University
of British
Columbia
2018/19
1,533 UBC STUDENTS SINCE 2011

The University of British Columbia has been a key partner and
supporter of CityStudio since 2011. It is a partnership that closely
aligns with UBC’s strategic plan goals of furthering learning and
engagement, through inclusion, collaboration and innovation. Over
1,500 students have participated in CityStudio to date.
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COURSES
215

STUDENTS
15

FA C U LT Y
80

PROJECTS
2,580

HOURS

projects

Fall 2018

Spring & Summer 2019

Just Grab it Make it a Habit; Choose to Reuse

Building for Biodiversity; False Creek Herring

LFS 350

ENVR 400

•

Will Valley

Cool Cup Project
ECON 339

•

Catherine Douglas

•

Tara Ivanochko, Michael Lipsen

Testing Slogans for Reusable Cup Campaigns
LFS 350

Will Valley

•

Building for Biodiversity; False Creek Herring

It's Inexcusable Be Reusable

ENVR 400

ECON 364

•

Tara Ivanochko, Michael Lipsen

•

Catherine Douglas

Pavement-to-Plaza: Grassroots Approach

Embark in the Park

PLAN 211

SCIE 420

•

Su-Jan Yeo

Hannah Wittman, Jenalee Kluttz (TA)

•

Smarter Parking in Vancouver
CPSC 532L

•

Kevin Leyton-Brown

Designing Green Blocks
UFOR 201

•

Sara Barron

Increasing Urban Canopy Cover in Five Neighbourhoods
UFOR 401

•

Stephen Sheppard, Paul de Greeff

Repair, Reuse, Share
MFRE 547

•

Kelleen Wiseman

PA R T N E R : U B C
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UBC Project

Reclaiming the
Urban Canopy

UBC’s Urban Forestry capstone class worked on the city’s challenge to increase
urban canopy cover by 20% by the year 2030. One group in the class focused on the
Downtown Eastside (DTES), an area with a high percentage of paved, non-permeable
surfaces and little space available for planting, thus making it vulnerable to the urban
heat island effect. Their project includes recommendations for additional green spaces,
the revitalization of current green spaces, and suggestions for climate adaptive trees
and shrubs. The foliage and infrastructure suggestions ranged from urban fruit farms
to storm water drainage enhancements. The team developed outcomes sensitive to the
diverse community and indigenous roots of the DTES, as they thought through feasible
maintenance plans like citizen co-ownership of trees and a Sponsor-a-Tree Program.

This team of UBC Environmental Sciences students aimed to give the Northeast
False Creek flats a biodiversity makeover as they teamed up with City of Vancouver
staff to develop a plan for creating healthier intertidal zones. Their project aimed to
support healthy food and spawning habitats, while the increased biodiversity would
promote the filtration of urban run-off and other toxic substances from the water. Their
recommendation was to lengthen the steep slopes that flank the water to provide space
for the essential large, rugged boulders that house and enable the growth of this longterm marine life. Their outcomes were presented to City staff from the Sustainability
department, Southeast False Creek Design team, and Park Board.

UBC Project

Building for
Biodiversity

S T O R I E S O F I M PA C T

PA R T N E R : U B C
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PROBLEM

Smarter Parking
Using AI to Identify Parking Inefficiencies

Parking Downtown can be an unpleasant experience. Free
spots are rare in peak hours, and drivers can cruise from block
to block without finding a spot. In fact, according to Transportation 2040, up to 40% of traffic can be the result of such
cruising. At the same time, nearby lots sit almost empty. Vancouver could be using its parking resources more efficiently.

WHAT WE DID?
We identified areas where drivers can save time by parking
off-street instead of on-street. We did this by employing AI
to simulate parking behaviour in and around the downtown
core using traffic data from Google Maps and parking data
from the city. We produced a map that shows areas which
represent an opportunity for the city to manage curbside
space to meet its transportation goals.

UBC Project

UBC Faculty

UBC Student

C i t y o f Va n c o u v e r

Smarter Parking

Kevin LeytonBrown

Marie Donohue

Angela Danyluk

Even though I was running a course
that aimed to engage more deeply
with the city than I'd expect that
most CityStudio projects do, I was
really impressed that the CityStudio
staff understood exactly what I
was trying to achieve, put me in
touch with the right people, stuck
around to shepherd the process and
ensure its success, and followed
up effectively afterwards. It's not
an exaggeration to say that they
were critical to the success of my
course. I hope that the city found
our contribution valuable; if so, they
were also a critical part of making
that contribution possible.

Working with CityStudio was an
incredible opportunity for me as I
studied, expanded my skills, and
was given the chance to make a
difference in the city that I live in!
Through my project, I have gained
experience in project management,
field research, data analysis and
engaging the community while
enhancing environmental goals.
The most memorable moment
during the project was after we
had considered all the data, we
determined that enhancements
to the environmental conditions
aligned perfectly with public goals
and aesthetics! CityStudio was
instrumental for my team and I
to bridge the gap between our
knowledge of environmental sciences
with city planning and development.
For this, I will be forever grateful!

As someone who works in a
bureaucracy, one of my key
takeaways is the value of an open
mind when supporting a project
and sharing learnings with staff
who are outside the project. Often,
these projects can be catalysts
for meaningful change and
organizational learning. To spark
change and see it through you need
an open mind, bring along allies and
make new allies.

Computer

Environmental
Science

Social Planner

WHY IT MATTERS?
On- and off-street parking is managed by different agencies with little coordination.
analyzing data from multiple
This Computer
Science,Bygraduatesources and using cutting edge AI tools, we found that this
level class
investigated
the intraffic
lack of coordination
has resulted
inefficient use of parking resources: many off-street lots are often very under-occongestion
issues
in
downtown
cupied, while nearby street parking is full. Furthermore, onstreet parking
has been found
to be bad for traffic and safety,
Vancouver
by targeting
parking
increasing the risk to pedestrians and cyclists and reducing
behaviour.
Hunting
that
transit reliability.
City for
life can
be improved for everyone by
moving parkers from streets to lots.

CPSC532L: AI for Social Impact
Devon Graham (UBC), Tae Yoon (Harry) Lee (UBC), Taylor Lundy (UBC), Ali Mohammad Mehr (UBC), Satish Kumar Sarraf (UBC), Sara Uppal (UBC), Hedayat Zarkoob (UBC) and Brandon Freiberg (Harvard Business School)
Instructors: Kevin Leyton-Brown, Scott Kominers | City Partners: Ileana Costrut, Christopher Darwent, Jeffrey Li

perfect parking space causes more
HOW IT WORKS?
congestion
than we think, which
Our simulator uses Deep Learning and Monte Carlo simulaleads to
and
tionincreased
to model traffic driving
and parkingtime
behaviour.
We predict onstreet parking
from observed
greenhouse
gasoccupancy
emissions.
Thepayment data using
a deep feedforward neural network trained on a combination
students
used artificial
intelligence
of occupancy
spot-check and
meter payment data. We simulate the behaviour of a driver searching for street parking
(AI) tools
like
deep
learning,
Google
with a Monte Carlo simulation by assuming
a driver chooses
which street to search
next based
on it’s
expected
Maps simulated
traffic
data,
and
on occupancy.
Then for each block in the city we estimate the fastest time to
and offpark
street
parking
data
helplot) and look at
both onand off-street
(at anto
EasyPark
the difference.
the City of Vancouver and EasyPark
WHAT’S NEXT?
better utilize the infrastructure they
Correct these imbalances by implementation of an off-street
alreadyreservation
have to
increase
parking
system,
price changes,
time restrictions in offstreet lots, and/or providing better information to the public
efficiency.
Parking has become
through signage and apps.
a valuable and scarce resource
in cities around the world, and
evaluations like this help the City
of Vancouver move closer to their
Transportation 2040 goals.

CityStudio is an innovation hub where city staff, students, faculty and community work together to design
experimental projects that make Vancouver more sustainable, liveable and joyful. It works in collaboration
with the City of Vancouver and six post-secondary institutions (SFU, UBC, BCIT, Langara, ECUAD and NEC).

Science

CityStudio continues to create
unique and important opportunities
for students and city staff to
learn about urban life. Student’s
perspectives on challenges, and their
solutions, create new viewpoints,
brings in new information into
government systems, and inspires
thoughtful action.

Healthy City Strateg y

PA R T N E R : L A N G A R A
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Langara Project

Don't Stop the Raindrop
This group of Integrated Marketing Communications students designed a campaign to encourage Vancouver homeowners
to disconnect their downspouts in an effort to decrease storm water runoff. Through the use of factual- and emotionalbased content they sought to appeal to residents through Drew Drop (a mascot), print media, online campaigns, and
online advertisements. Education is the cornerstone of their campaign, and their instructional materials are designed to
be accessible, easily adopted, and broadly disseminated. Drew Drop is featured throughout their campaign and is often
coupled with education about alternative options for downspouts. This group was invited to present their campaign to the
City of Vancouver Green Infrastructure team.

2018/19
500 LANGARA STUDENTS
SINCE 2011

7

COURSES
Since 2011, Langara College has been an active partner
and strong supporter of CityStudio. Over 350 students have
participated to date, collaborating with City of Vancouver staff to
design innovative solutions for the city while developing a solid
academic and experiential foundation.

145

STUDENTS
8

FA C U LT Y
30

PROJECTS
1,740

HOURS

projects

Fall 2018

Spring & Summer 2019

Homeowner Campaigns for Rainwater Conservation

Vancouver Meaningful Transportation Access

MARK 2400

SOCI 2230

•

Anne Dewolfe

•

Sandra Enns

Business Campaigns for Rainwater Conservation

Resilience-focused 'Jane's Walks'

MARK 4820 S2

APPL 5230

•

Anne Dewolfe

Tell-a-Friend (Phase II)
MARK 4820 S1

•

Frederica Jensen

Various Projects for the Greenest City Action Plan
ENVS 2100

•

Mike Smith-Cairns, Drew Egan

•

Kathryn Nairne

Tell-a-Friend (Phase III)
BUSM 4300

•

Kevin James, Caroline Dickson

PA R T N E R : L A N G A R A
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Langara Project

Te l l - a - F r i e n d
Tell-a-Friend has been a multi-phase, multi-course,
and multi-faculty journey that found its beginning
when the Vancouver Immigration Partnership (VIP)
identified that some newcomers still face barriers
to accessing settlement services, and instead look
to their trusted networks of family and friends for
advice and information. Informed by these findings,
the VIP proposed the development of an initiative
that would better connect newcomers to settlement
services.
Phase I of the project was in the Summer 2018,
where Nursing students conducted the foundational
research for the need of a Tell-a-Friend program
as well as outlined the benefits and best practices
required to start one.
In Fall 2018, Phase II of the project progressed to
an Integrated Marketing & Communications course
where half of the class worked on a recruitment
campaign for Tell-a-Friend volunteers, named
Community Navigators, while the other half worked
on campaigns promoting the Tell-a-Friend program to
newcomers.
In its third phase in Spring 2019, the project moved
to the Applied Business Project course, and MOSAIC
stepped up as a host organization, willing to explore
the integration of the program into their services.
Ninu Kang at MOSAIC, partnered with the student
team who conducted a SWOT analysis and developed
a communications strategy for the pilot. Their final
report includes practical recommendations and an
operational plan of what a Tell-a-Friend program
would look like for MOSAIC and what staff and
volunteer resources are needed. VIP Coordinator,
Nadia Carvalho, invited the group to present their
work at the VIP Annual Town Hall.
The project is now in its implementation phase, with
MOSAIC, South Vancouver Neighbourhood House
and SUCCESS having indicated interest in piloting a
Tell-a-Friend program. One Langara student, Suparna
Gupta, who previously worked on the project, has
now been hired to support the pilot.

Langara Faculty

Langara Student

C i t y o f Va n c o u v e r

Frederica Jensen

Suparna Gupta

Nadia Car valho

What really stood out for me was how
much more engaged my students
were with a "real" project. Rarely
have I seen them as drawn into their
work as I did with the Tell-A-Friend
project. My students were able to
bring their lived experience to the
project and see the impact their work
could have on others.

CityStudio gave us the opportunity
to showcase our abilities and
encouraged us to believe in
[ourselves]. ... I am currently working
on the marketing for the project in
collaboration with MOSAIC, City
of Vancouver, South Vancouver
Neighbourhood House and Langara
College. So this collaboration with
CityStudio which started on a
college level has become a part of
my professional journey. ...Being
an international student and
connected to CityStudio and other
people who have great networking
connections here, provided us with
the perfect opportunity to expand
our connections, to be a step ahead
than others and choose wisely for our
future endeavours.

Opportunity to experiment. By taking
projects that didn’t have pressing
deadlines attached to them we
were able to give projects the space
they needed both for thought and
process innovation to emerge and
we can’t have one without the other.
And of course the CityStudio and
institutional navigators played a
critical role in establishing strong
relationships, a strong foundation
and helping the project get unstuck
when it got stuck and ultimately
helped the project thrive.

Management

Marketing & Business

Social Planner

School of Management

Management

Healthy City Strateg y

As an instructor, seeing my students
make connections and be exposed to
opportunities outside the classroom
was by far the most valuable thing
for me. The project partners'
commitment to opening doors for
the students both during and after
the project unlocked a new world of
possibility for them post-graduation.
Knowing that the project wasn't over
for the students once the term ended
was gratifying.

As the project I’ve worked on was
multi-disciplinary and multi-sectoral,
it has provided the relationships for
new and different projects to emerge
between the two institutions and has
created an important pathway for
community engaged learning.

Marketing & Business

PA R T N E R : B C I T
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British
Columbia
Institute of
Technology
2018/19
555 BCIT STUDENTS SINCE 2011

BCIT’s partnership with CityStudio is strongly aligned with its
renewed mission of applied education and integration in the
community. Since the launch of CityStudio in 2011, a total of
555 BCIT students have participated, collaborating with City
of Vancouver staff to design projects that impact the city and
community.

5

COURSES
63

STUDENTS
6

FA C U LT Y
15

PROJECTS
756

HOURS

BCIT Project

proje c ts Fall 2018
Motivation for Transportation Survey Participation
MKTG 3325 • Jason Young, Linda Butterfield

The Operational Pathways of Clothing Providers
OPMT 3341

•

Jason Young, Linda Butterfield

Spring & Summer 2019
Open Source Voting Tool (Phase I)
COMP 4870

•

Medhat Elmasry

Safe Needle Disposal | Be Smart With Sharps
NURS 5030

•

Karla Green

Safe Needle Disposal | Be Smart With Sharps
MKTG 4418

•

Tom Jopling

V o t i n g To o l
Most CityStudio project collaborations span a single term; however,
some projects require more time and multiple phases of development
before completion. The Voting Tool project, in collaboration with the
Computer Systems Technology program has been such an example.
Fueled by instructor Medhat Elmasry’s commitment and passion, the
project has been stewarded by 3 student cohorts over 3 academic terms.
In Spring 2019, the first cohort of 25 students in the computing course
worked with the City of Vancouver’s Digital Services team to build a
proof-of-concept for the City’s ‘Plan Your Vote’ tool. The aim was to
make the tool open source and available for use by other municipalities
to help them plan for elections. In Phase 2 of the project, two students
from the first cohort decided to continue the work as part of their
industry-sponsored student project course. Joined by two new peers, and
in just 4 weeks, the team refined the front and back end web features
of the online tool and added new functions. This Phase culminated in
a final presentation at City Hall in May 2019 to members of the City’s
Digital Services team.

S T O R I E S O F I M PA C T
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BCIT Faculty

BCIT Student

C i t y o f Va n c o u v e r

Medhat Elmasry

Ryan Liang

To b i n P o s t m a

I am impressed by the generosity
and professionalism of City staff
who are committed to assist me and
my students in achieving success
in their project. They went over
and beyond their normal duties to
accommodate our schedule and
requests.

Project collaboration with CityStudio
was extremely engaging on many
fronts with people in various roles
such as citizens, investors, schools,
and civil servants. Opportunities
were given to try collaborative ideas
with implementation that flowed
freely without any heavy, opposing
feedback or colliding agendas.
CityStudio puts more time towards
listening than dictating direction expertise on each subject matter was
handled by appropriate parties.

Our project really benefited from
having an interdisciplinary team
– both of the groups’ skills and
experiences really complimented
each other and enabled them to
propose some incredibly thoughtful
and practical solutions based on
desk-based and field-based research.

Mayor's Board Room at City Hall

BCIT Project

Be Smart with Sharps
With BCIT we initiated a new kind of project for CityStudio in 2019, one that brought together two disciplines and courses to
work together on a project. This type of interdisciplinary collaboration was an innovative and important experiment in how to
tackle more complex projects with the City.
The project, which took place in the Spring 2019 semester, involved Business students (MKTG 4418), Nursing students
(NURS 5030) and instructors Tom Jopling and Karla Green working with the City of Vancouver's Strategic Initiatives
department and Vancouver Coastal Health to explore the issue of discarded needles in public spaces as part of the City’s
Healthy City Strategy. Together, the two groups of students conducted research for education initiatives to support individuals
with sharps disposal and equip them with safe practices.
Students undertook secondary research, 17 interviews of industry professionals, and an online survey with 250 participants.
Nursing students also participated as “consultants” providing first-hand insights from their clinical placements at local
schools and health services in the Downtown Eastside. It included considerations around risk, stigma, public opinions and
current services which culminated in a summary report with recommendations.
In May 2019, the students presented their findings to the City’s Director of Strategic Initiatives, Tobin Postma; Munroe Craig,
Harm Reduction Coordinator for Vancouver Coastal Health; and, Tessa Jordan, BCIT Program Head of Sustainable Business
Leadership and co-facilitator of the interdisciplinary pilot project. CityStudio published two stories about the project, and
BCIT has hired an Inter-professional Applied Projects Coordinator to continue offering interdisciplinary projects like this.

Director of
Intergovernmental

Computer Science
Option Head

Computer Systems

Relations & Strategic

We b & M o b i l e

Te c h n o l o g y

Partnerships
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2018/19
2 9 3 E C UA D S T U D E N T S S I N C E 2 0 1 1

Since 2011 a broad range of faculties have collaborated with City
of Vancouver staff to develop creative and innovative projects.
Through illustration, wood fabrication, animation and more Emily
Carr students have offered new insights into the initiatives being
tackled at City Hall.

2

COURSES
60

STUDENTS
4

projects

Fall 2018

Garage 529 Animations
ANIM 326

•

Woonam Kim

Spring & Summer 2019
Anti-Litter Campaign Illustrations
ILUS 401

•

Justin Novak, Amory Abbott, Daniel Drennan

FA C U LT Y
42

PROJECTS
720

HOURS
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E C UA D F a c u l t y

E C UA D S t u d e n t

C i t y o f Va n c o u v e r

Wo o n a m K i m

Luis Giuliani

Lindsay
Nicholson

It was a great opportunity for
our students to collaborate with
CityStudio. Our students gained
valuable animation production
experience while working on a
community project for the public
good. This is a very important lesson
for our students since it shows that
creating art can also contribute
to our community and make our
community better.

Working with CityStudio was an
important experience in my life as a
student. It's not often that you get
to work with a real client where you
have to deal with a real deadline,
briefing and client expectations. The
experience students gain from this
partnership helps us later on when
we are ready to get into the industry.

...During the initial meeting with
the class, we explained how the
project works, but gave them very
wide parameters to work with...
At the follow up meeting we were
pleasantly surprised at the quality
of the work already done and the
unique ideas the students came
up with. Throughout the semester,
the students continued to impress
us with their work as well as their
willingness to make changes if
they were needed. When the final
products were revealed at the end
of the semester, we were blown
away. We couldn't have been
happier with the end result, and
thoroughly enjoyed working with
Woonam and his students… Ileana
[from CityStudio] was friendly and
organized and really fostered the
connection between Project 529
and Emily Carr. Thanks to all those
involved, we now have more than one
cartoon that can be used to reach all
ages and is a fun tool for educating
the public about registering your
bike with Project 529.

Everyone loves to watch animation,
so this is a great medium to provide
information, as well as move people's
minds and bring smiles on their
faces. I hope ECUAD students will
have more opportunities to work
with CityStudio and its partners, and
show our creativity and dedication
towards art.

But the most valuable experience
I got from this opportunity was to
work in a meaningful project for
the City of Vancouver. In our case
the Vancouver Police Department
project. As an international student,
I felt closer to the community by
working in this project.

Emily Carr Project

Garage 529
Associate Professor Woonam Kim is keen to provide his students with the experience of working with a real client and contribute
their animation skills towards a meaningful project for public good. CityStudio partnered him with the Vancouver Police Department
(VPD) and the 529 Garage initiative. The students produced animations for the VPD to educate the cycling community about the
bike registry and theft recovery app. The short films use animation as a powerful medium to raise awareness about the initiative,
encourage residents to register their bikes, and raise hope in the power of community action. The animations have become part of the
VPD’s elementary school outreach and education program, which is creatively contributing to active transportation and safety goals
within the Greenest City Action Plan and Healthy City Strategy.

Constable

Media Arts
3D Computer

Media Arts

Va n c o u v e r P o l i c e

Animation

3D Animation

Department

HUBBUB

Semi-Annual
Project
Showcase
HUBBUB shakes things up at
City Hall. In April and December,
students and faculty from SFU, UBC,
BCIT, Langara College and Emily
Carr came together with City staff,
elected officials and community at
City Hall to share their best projects
and prototypes to make Vancouver
more sustainable, liveable, joyful and
inclusive. Winning teams get selected
by a jury and the audience. It’s a
morning of networking, inspiration,
voting, popcorn and prizes!
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CityStudio Vancouver
City of Vancouver
Simon Fraser University, University of British
Columbia, Langara College, British Columbia
Institute of Technology, Emily Carr University
of Art + Design
CityStudio Victoria
City of Victoria
Royal Roads University, University of Victoria
CityStudio Abbotsford
City of Abbotsford
University of the Fraser Valley
CityStudio North Vancouver
City of North Vancouver
Capilano University

North Vancouver
Abbotsford
Vancouver
Victoria

CityStudio London
City of London
Brescia University College , Fanshawe
College, Huron University College, King’s
University College and Western University
CityStudio Waterloo
City of Waterloo
Wilfrid Laurier University
CityStudio Brantford
City of Brantford
Wilfrid Laurier University

Oslo

Logan
Bendigo

CityStudio Montreal
City of Montreal
Concordia
CityStudio Corner Brook
City of Corner Brook
Grenfell (Memorial University)
CityStudio Oslo
City of Oslo
University of Oslo, The Oslo School of
Architecture + Design, Norwegian University
of Life Sciences, Oslo Metropolitan
University, BI Norwegian Business School
CityStudio Bendigo
City of Greater Bendigo
La Trobe University
CityStudio Logan
Logan City Council
Queensland University of Technology

Corner Brook
Montreal
Brantford
Waterloo
London
Good ideas should be shared. We’re working to grow the CityStudio
movement by sharing our model of collaboration with other cities, both
nationally and internationally. In the past year, four new CityStudios
have been launched bringing the network total to 12: nine in Canada
(including Vancouver), two in Australia, and one in Norway.
With support of Vancouver Foundation and McConnell Foundation
beginning in 2019/2020, we will be further expanding the network
across British Columbia and Canada, contributing to the global
movement of cities working with schools for civic benefit. Stay tuned
for updates on new CityStudio launches!

Network

NET WORK

NET WORK
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Are You Ready..?

CityStudio Montreal

CityStudio Readiness Checklist
We have found this is a valuable tool for city and academic leaders to use to understand the priority issues for setting up a
CityStudio, and for assessing their current readiness.

Is the city onboard?
Mayors Matter. It’s very important that the city leadership supports the initiative - this means a commitment from the Mayor,
Deputy Mayor, or City Manager’s Office.

Are the schools committed?
The next priority is to secure a commitment from the academic leadership - the President, the VP Academic, or VP External.

Will your city and schools work together?
Next, will city and school leadership co-sign a letter signaling their intention to work together?

Where is the budget held?
To get started, the initiative needs a preliminary budget, funding plan, and fiscal home.

Are you ready for your first hire?
The most important first hire is a Projects Coordinator to work with City staff and faculty to scope projects.

Are you ready to tell the story?
What communication and institutional channels, including champions, can you invite into storytelling about the initiative?

Do you have a space?
Where will the Projects Coordinator work? Is there a gathering space for project activities?

CityStudio Logan

Join the Network!
2

1

LEARN
Visit our website to learn how CityStudio
can be a comprehensive partnership
framework for your city and schools for
increased innovation, engagement, and
experimentation.

CONFIRM
Bring your questions to the team. We’ll
walk you through the model and fee
structure in detail to ensure it’s a good
fit for your city and help you set up the
foundation for getting partners on board.

4

3

SIGN UP
Congratulations! You are ready to begin
building your CityStudio. You’ll receive all
of the tools needed to set up, including
CityStudio branding, templates, and
access to the learning platform.

BUILD
As a licensed CityStudio, our team will
support you through the process of joining
the network, hiring staff, and developing
projects, as well as guiding your staff
through the learning platform.

5

6

OPERATE
We will work with you to set up your
first annual cycle beginning with
project development and ending with
the HUBBUB project showcase and
evaluation.

GROW
As your CityStudio grows, the network
will continue to provide support for peerto-peer learning and communication,
governance and partnership tips, webinars
and conferences, and troubleshooting.
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F o r t h e Ye a r E n d e d A u g u s t 3 1 , 2 0 1 9 ( u n a u d i t e d )
GLOBAL
SHARING

GROWTH
GRANTS

OPERATIONS

TOTAL

2018

REVENUE
Fees for Services

$

Licensing Fees

4,000

$

18,188

$

302,254

$

97,918

Other Fees

3,545

1,249

Interest Income
Contributions

324,442

$ 164,700

97,918

29,583

14,280

19,074

3,000

6,193

6,193

111

349,322

349,322

123,992

Fees for Conferences

4,275
105,463

19,437

672,049

796,949

325,661

3,112

3,223

1,203

Amortization Expenses

676

676

308

Bank and Service Charges

922

922

419

13,651

26,480

10,594

1,638

1,638

732

EXPENSES
Advertising

111

Consulting

11,885

944

Insurance
Meals and Entertainment

132

2,265

2,397

2,044

Office and Miscellaneous

200

7,655

7,855

1,406

Professional Fees

10,168

10,168

4,615

Rent and Utilities

122,500

122,500

122,500

239,292

313,654

120,798

1,451

1,451

1,476

337

2,276

2,613

1,071

7.547

752

8,299

3,758

406,358

501,876

270,924

Salaries and Wages

52,458

21,904

Supplies
Telephone
Travel

72,670
EXCESS (DEFICIENCY)
OF REVENUE
OVER EXPENSES

$

CONTRIBUTIONS BY MAJOR SOURCE

32,793

22,848
$

(3,411)

2019

2018

51,422

175,00

City of Vancouver*

122,500

122,500

Private Donations

400

1,492

McConnell Foundation

150,000

-

Add: Prior Year's Deferred
Revenue Recognized

175,000

-

(150,000)

(175,000)

Simon Fraser University*

Less: Deferred Portion of the
Above
$

349,322

$

$

265,291

$

295,073

$

54,737

123,992

*The $175,000 and $51,422 contributions from SFU represent one-time transfers of CityStudio funds as part of our transition to an independent Society. The $122,200 contribution from the City
of Vancouver relates entirely to an in-kind contribution of rent, measured at its estimated fair value. Other than this contributed rent, there were no other in-kind contributions recorded this year.

Celebration with the City
Students and faculty from the winning teams at
HUBBUB are invited to join the CityStudio staff, City
of Vancouver staff they worked with, and our HUBBUB
champions in celebrating collaboration.
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Our Champions
FOUNDERS CIRCLE
Duane Elverum CityStudio
Janet Moore CityStudio
Mark Winston SFU
Sadhu Johnston City of Vancouver
Moura Quayle UBC
Andrea Reimer City Council
Eesmyal Santos-Brault Recollective Consulting
John Tylee
Ron Kellett UBC
Lindsay Cole City of Vancouver
C I T Y O F VA N C O U V E R
Kennedy Stewart Mayor of Vancouver
Neil Monckton Mayor’s Chief of Staff
Sadhu Johnston City Manager
Doug Smith Director of Sustainability
Brad Badelt Assistant Director of Sustainability
City of Vancouver Council
SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY
Peter Keller Vice President Academic and Provost
Elizabeth Elle Vice-Provost & Associate Vice-President
Learning and Teaching
Shauna Sylvester Director, Centre for Dialogue
Mark Winston A/Director, Centre for Dialogue
Brenda Tang Associate Director, Centre for Dialogue
Kelvin Chan Budget Assistant, Centre for Dialogue
Aretha Munro Admin Coordinator, Centre for Dialogue
Carly Koenig Coordinator, Semester in Dialogue
Mark Zimmerman Director of Strategy, VPA Office
Cherie Enns Sessional Instructor
Shane Gunster Associate Professor, Communications
Alia Sunderji Sustainable Innovations Lecturer
Timothy Ames Visiting Professor
Tamara Connell Associate Director, Education & Training,
RADIUS
Diane Finegood Professor, Centre for Dialogue
Scott Lear Professor, Health Sciences
Chris Yakimov Associate Director of Digital Community
Engagement
Maria Spiliotopoulou Sessional Instructor, Sustainability
Community Development
Gretchen Ferguson Associate Director, Centre for
Sustainable Development
Robin Elliott Term Lecturer, Beedie School of Business
Angelica Lim Assistant Professor, Computing Science
Holly Schmidt
Adrian Sinclair Semester in Dialogue, Adjunct
Desirae Stack Learning Coordinator, Beedie School of
Business
Kiri Bird Acting Director, RADIUS
U N I V E R SI T Y OF B R I T I SH C OLUM B IA
Santa Ono President
David Shorthouse Director, Academic Initiatives
Susan Grossman Director, Centre for Community Engaged
Learning
Kyle Nelson Officer, Centre for Community Engaged
Learning
Kelleen Wiseman Academic Director & Manager, Land &
Food Systems

Tara Ivanochko Senior Instructor, Earth, Ocean &
Atmospheric Science
Michael Lipsen Lecturer, Earth, Ocean & Atmospheric
Science
Will Valley Senior Instructor, Land & Food Systems
Hannah Wittman Academic Director, Centre for
Sustainable Food Systems
Jenalee Kluttz Teaching Assistant
Kevin Leyton-Brown Professor, Computer Science
Sara Barron Sessional Instructor
Paul de Greeff Adjunct Professor
Stephen Sheppard Professor, Forrest Resource Management
Catherine Douglas Sessional Lecturer, Economics
Su-Jan Yeo Lecturer, SCARP
LANGARA COLLEGE
Lane Trotter President and CEO
Julie Longo Dean of Arts
Anne Baxter Contract Manager
Sandra Enns Chair, Sociology & Anthropology
Kathryn Nairne Chair, Applied Planning
Kevin James Instructor, School of Management
Caroline Dickson Instructor, School of Management
Anne Dewolfe Instructor, School of Management
Frederica Jensen Instructor, School of Management
Mike Smith-Cairns Instructor, Geography
Drew Egan Instructor, Geography and Geology
Kelly Sveinson Chair, Applied Research Centre
Natasha Mrkic-Subotic Instructor, Co-op & Career
Development Centre
B R I T I SH C OLUM B IA I N ST I T U T E OF
TECHNOLOGY
Tom Roemer Vice-President Academic
Tessa Jordan Program Head Sustainable Business
Leadership Program
Medhat Elmasry Option Head - Web & Mobile
Karla Green Instructor, Nursing
Tom Jopling Instructor, Marketing
Pat Browne Instructor, Marketing
Jason Young Faculty, Operations Management
Linda Butterfield Faculty, Operations Management
Dhalathan Ayathurai-Kandasami Interprofessional Applied
Projects Coordinator
E M I LY C A R R U N I V E R S I T Y O F A R T +
DESIGN
Gillian Siddall Vice-President & Vice Chancellor
Woonam Kim Associate Professor, Media Arts
Justin Novak Associate Professor, Research
Amory Abbott Associate Professor, Illustration
Daniel Drennan Associate Professor, Illustration
Leanne Rooney Research Financial Analyst
Kate Armstrong Director, Living Labs
Laura Kozak Coordinator, Living Labs
Cemre Demiralp Coordinator, Living Labs
N AT I V E E D U C AT I O N C O L L E G E
Norman Wignall, AJS Coordinator
VA N C I T Y
Lauren Dobell Director, Strategic Partnerships
Morgan Beall Environmental Sustainability Portfolio
Manager
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Our People
Krista Loewen Community Business Investment Specialist
Emily Pearson Community Investment Portfolio Manager
VA N C O U V E R F O U N DAT I O N
David Doig Director Grants and Community Initiatives
Niveria Oliveira Grants and Community Initiatives
Mike Conroy Grants and Community Initiatives
VA N C O U V E R E C O N O M I C C O M M I S S I O N
Bryan Buggey Director, Corporate & Sector Development
Meg O’Shea Program Manager, Thriving Vancouver
Pietra Basilij Manager, Industrial Initiatives
M C C O N N E L F O U N DAT I O N
Stephen Huddart President and CEO
John Cawley Vice President
Chad Lubelsky Associate Program Director

DUANE ELVERUM
Executive Director &
Co-Founder

JANET MOORE
Board Chair, Strategist, &
Co-Founder

MIRIAM ESQUITIN
General Manager

ROCHELLE HEINRICHS
Communications &
Engagement Coordinator

ILEANA COSTRUT
Projects Coordinator

HAN TRAN
Operations Assistant

DOUG SMITH
Board of Directors

LAUREN DOBELL
Board of Directors

VERONIKA BYLICKI
Board of Directors

PAUL MOORE
Board of Directors

DYLAN COHEN
Board of Directors

HOLLY SCHMIDT
Board of Directors

DONOVAN WOLLARD
Board of Directors

DEREK GENT
Board of Directors

HOLDEN BONWIT
Business Consultant

SCOTT HUGHES
Business Consultant

C I T Y S TA F F & PA R K B OA R D
Andrea McKenzie Solid Waste Strategic Services
Angela Danyluk Sustainability
Banafsheh Rahmani Traffic & Data Management
Cameron Owen Green Infrastructure Implementation
Christopher Darwent Parking Management
Chris VanVeen Vancouver Coastal Health
Cory Dobson City-wide Plan
Dominic Lao Northeast False Creek Implementation
Jaclyn Jimenez Sustainability
Jeffrey Li Parking Management
Jennifer Wahl Sustainability
Jordan Magtoto Street Activities
Julie LeBlanc Solid Waste Strategic Services
Justine Clift Transportation Planning
Kai-lani Rutland Civic Engagement & Communications
Kathleen Corey Street Activities
Katia Tynan Emergency Management Office
Kelvin Lau Digital Platforms
Kim Murphy Vancouver Coastal Health
Krista Voth Planning, Policy, & Environment
Lindsay Nicholson Police Department
Lisa Brideau Sustainability
Marcia Belluce Public Art - Cultural Services
Mike Zipf Transportation Planning
Nadia Carvalho Social Policy and Projects
Patrick Chauo Solid Waste Programs
Paul Gagnon Environment Services
Paul Hendren Business and Election Services
Paul Krueger Transportation Planning
Rachel Magnusson Transportation Planning
Rene Cravioto Enterprise Data & Analytics
Renee Berard 3-1-1
Rob Brunt Police Department
Security Office
Shirley Wu Planning, Policy & Environment
Stephanie Chua Solid Waste Programs
Tadhg Healy Digital Platforms
Tobin Postma City Manager’s Office
Wendy de Hoog Green Infrastructure Implementation
William Dunn Street Activities
Yette Gram Water & Sewers
PA C E Y ' S P I A N O S
Sean Pacey
Robby Kerr

C i t y S t u d i o Va n c o u v e r
1 8 0 0 Spy g l a s s P l a c e
Va n c ou v e r, B C V 5 Z 4 K 7

c it y s t u d i o v an c o uv e r. c o m

Thank you to our partners

Founding Academic Partner

Founding Civic Partner

